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FBI Finds More Classified Docs at Biden’s Home in
Delaware

AP Images

Federal agents found more classified
documents at President Joe Biden’s home in
Wilmington, Delaware, proving once again
that the country is in better hands now that
the “adults are back in charge,” as Team
Biden boasted when he stole the 2020
presidential election.

Having umpteen batches of classified papers
isn’t a good look for Biden, who presented
himself as a model of probity and sober
judgment as one reason to vote for him.
Indeed, just weeks ago, he called President
Donald Trump “irresponsible” for storing
classified documents at Mar-a-Lago, the
former president’s Sunshine State home.

The adults might be back in charge, but they aren’t good enough at adulting, apparently, to remember
where they stashed all the secret documents they took from government offices through the years.

Or at least one adult isn’t.

The Latest

The federal gumshoes found the documents during a search to which Biden agreed. A search warrant
wasn’t necessary.

But that “did not dim the extraordinary nature of the search. It compounded the embarrassment to
Biden that started with the disclosure Jan. 12 that the president’s attorneys had found a ‘small number’
of classified records at a former office at the Penn Biden Center in Washington shortly before the
midterm elections. Since then, attorneys found six classified documents in Biden’s Wilmington home
library from his time as vice president,” the Associated Press reported.

Agents scoured Biden’s 6,850-square foot, $2 million home for 13 hours, and “took six items that
contained documents with classified markings, said Bob Bauer, the president’s personal lawyer.” AP
continued:

The items spanned Biden’s time in the Senate and the vice presidency, while the notes dated
to his time as vice president, he said. The level of classification, and whether the documents
removed by the FBI remained classified, was not immediately clear as the Justice
Department reviews the records.…

Bauer said the FBI requested that the White House not comment on the search before it was
conducted, and that Biden’s personal and White House attorneys were present. The FBI, he
added, “had full access to the President’s home, including personally handwritten notes,
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files, papers, binders, memorabilia, to-do lists, schedules, and reminders going back
decades.”

The Justice Department, he added, “took possession of materials it deemed within the scope
of its inquiry, including six items consisting of documents with classification markings and
surrounding materials, some of which were from the President’s service in the Senate and
some of which were from his tenure as Vice President.”

Biden and wife-caretaker Jill were slumming it at their six-bedroom, $2.7 million tar-paper shack in
Rehoboth Beach.

 “We found a handful of documents were filed in the wrong place,” Biden said to reporters. “We
immediately turned them over to the Archives and the Justice Department.”

The China Connection

Maybe so. But, then again, those aren’t the only documents that followed 88-Fingers Joe out of the
White House. A stash was also found at the Biden Center for Diplomacy and Global Engagement, a
“think tank” connected to the University of Pennsylvania. 

Just after the center opened, as The New American reported on January 12, Red China dumped a pile of
money into the Ivy League university.

Tom Anderson of the National Legal and Policy Center told the New York Post that the center is a “a
dark-money, revolving-door nightmare where foreign competitors like China donated millions of dollars
to the university so that they could have access to future high-ranking officials.”

The nut of that story: A foundation linked to Red China stored classified documents. Again, not a good
look for the “adults” at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.

Worse still, Biden’s staffers found even more in his garage in Wilmington, right next to his gas-guzzling,
1967 Corvette Stingray — the one he won’t be able to drive when he and the environuts have us all in
squirrel-powered Pepsi cans.

How Could Anyone?

The discoveries are something of a comeuppance for the octogenarian president, who, in his defense,
might not remember much about them given that he almost certainly has dementia. He seems to be
afflicted with false memories, a common sign of cognitive impairment.

That aside, Biden bloviated about Trump’s stash at Mar-a-Lago on CBS’s 60 Minutes:

How one — anyone could be that irresponsible. And I thought what data was in there that
may compromise sources and methods? By that I mean names of people who helped or —  et
cetera. And it just — totally irresponsible.

One of Biden’s main talking points has always been that he’s a calm, serious man of intellect who will
restore order after four years of Trump’s sometimes raucous, unpredictable behavior.

Indeed, “decency is on the ballot,” “Dr.” Jill tweeted.
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Aside from almost losing classified documents, having “decency” on the ballot and the “adults back in
charge” has given Americans the following:

a homosexual “monkeypox czar” who could pass for one of the Village People;
a cross-dressing “admiral,” the No. 2 federal health official, who wants to chemically castrate
kids;
a “non-binary,” sadist, homosexual nuclear waste waste chief involved in something called “pup
play;” and,
Biden hosting a man who carries tampons, plays with dolls, and documents his journey into
“girlhood” on TikTok.
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